INTRODUCTION
============

Flies are agile small fliers that routinely perform a wide variety of aerodynamic feats ([@R1]--[@R3]). Among these, landing upside down on a ceiling (i.e., inverted landing) ([@R4]) is arguably among the most difficult and least understood aerobatic maneuver. Inverted landing requires small fliers, whether robotic or biological, to rapidly coordinate distance, velocity, and body orientation, using simple but fast sensorimotor processing. Smaller fliers also rely more on passive mechanical and structural processes, for their favored size dependency ([@R5], [@R6]), to partially alleviate the demand on sensing and computation. In particular, flies landing on vertical ([@R7], [@R8]) or inverted ([@R4], [@R9], [@R10]) surfaces use their extended legs to assist a body swing, or a "cartwheel," to align their body with the landing surface. This process relies heavily on the adhesion from cushion-like pads on their feet (called pulvilli) ([@R11]), which ensures a firm grip, and the viscoelasticity of the compliant leg joints, which damps out impact upon contact ([@R7], [@R9]). Visual computation then acts in concert with these mechanical adaptations and initiates the leg extension ([@R12]) that is commonly considered stereotyped ([@R13]). Thus, for a successful landing, flies and other insects may not need to actively adjust their body orientation (via a controlled body rotational maneuver) immediately before the touchdown (i.e., when tarsi touch the substrate).

However, past research on inverted landing suggests that flies sometimes exhibit and, therefore, are at least capable of generating rapid rotational maneuvers immediately before touchdown. For example, Hyzer ([@R4]) described that flies (*Musca domestica*) occasionally performed a "half-roll" body rotation before touching the ceiling with their ipsilateral feet; this was followed by a lateral leg-assisted body swing that brought the other four feet into contact with the ceiling. Recent observations on inverted landing ([@R9]) showed that flies (*M*. *domestica*) actively pitched up their body before contacting the ceiling, sometimes using a combination of roll, pitch, and yaw body rotation. These observations, albeit limited, suggest that rapid body rotational maneuver may be a critical yet versatile component of the inverted landing behaviors. Moreover, their patterns are also likely mediated by visual and other sensory processes immediately before the touchdown.

In this study, we investigated the inverted landing behaviors of blue bottle flies (*Calliphora vomitoria*) in a flight chamber using high-speed videography ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The kinematics of the flies' body and wing were extracted through digitization of anatomical landmarks ([Fig. 1, B and C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). First, we describe the sequential behavioral modules of the inverted landing, along with the kinematic variations in successful landings, and differences between successful and failed landings. We next show that the rotational maneuvers, occurring immediately before the touchdown, are triggered by retinal expansion. Their peak pitch and roll rates are correlated with and therefore likely mediated by multiple sensory cues. Last, we quantify the changes of wing kinematic patterns that generate these rotational maneuvers. Our study provides critical insights on inverted landing behaviors and the underlying biomechanical, sensory, and neural processes. It also points to possible mechanisms that can enable small-animal or robotic systems with limited computational resources to generate fast yet complex behaviors.

![Experimental setup, kinematic definitions, and some examples of diverse inverted landing sequences.\
(**A**) Landing maneuvers of flies are captured by three high-speed cameras operating at 5000 frames/s with exposure of 1/25,600 s. The landing area (10 cm by 10 cm) is located at the center of the ceiling of the flight chamber (20 cm by 20 cm by 20 cm) and is covered by mesh patterns to enhance visual contrast. (**B**) Anatomical landmarks of the flies from the captured images are digitized, from which we determine the body and wing kinematics according to the coordinate systems and kinematic angles defined in (C). (**C**) Body rotation is defined with respect to the body-fixed frame $\mathcal{F}$~b~ = {*x*~b~, *y*~b~, *z*~b~}, where angular velocity is represented by roll *p*, pitch *q*, and yaw *r* rates. Body translational velocity relative to the ceiling is calculated with respect to the yaw-aligned global frame $\mathcal{F}$ = {*x*, *y*, *z*}, which is obtained via rotating the global frame by the fly's yaw angle. The translational velocity is represented by forward/aft *V~x~*, lateral *V~y~*, and vertical *V~z~* components. Wing kinematics are described by three Euler angles: stroke ψ, deviation θ, and rotation ϕ. The inverted landing behaviors are exemplified by those with rapid rotational maneuvers primarily about (**D**) pitch or (**E**) roll axes, and (**F**) those with a large leg-assisted body swing. (i) Sketches of flight sequences are separated spatially to make each instance visible. The instant when flies start to extend forelegs is denoted by the horizontal black dash line. (ii) Sketches of flight sequences are shown in their actual relative spatial locations. (iii) The time traces of wingbeat frequency *f*~w~; body translational velocities *V~x~*, *V~y~*, and *V~z~*; and body angular velocities *p*, *q*, and *r*. The time 0 represents the instant when a fly's leg first touches the ceiling, which is also indicated by the asterisk in (i). Black dashed lines in the subplots of *f*~w~ denote the average wingbeat frequency of the reference wing kinematics (173 Hz), measured during the upward-acceleration phase prior to the rotational maneuvers. The time instants starting to pitch or roll are identified separately as the instants when the pitch or roll rate reaches one-fourth of the corresponding peak rate. In comparison to (D) and (E), where flies maintain high upward velocities *V~z~* (\~0.8 m/s) and reach nearly ventral side up orientations by actively generating rapid pitch or roll maneuvers, the landing maneuver exemplified in (F) is characterized with large forward velocity *V~x~* and negligible body rotational maneuver before forelegs touchdown. (Photo credit: Bo Cheng, Pennsylvania State University.)](aax1877-F1){#F1}

RESULTS
=======

Behavioral modules in successful inverted landing
-------------------------------------------------

Fruit flies (*Drosophila*) land on vertical surfaces by continuous deceleration with negligible body rotation before the touchdown ([@R8], [@R14]). In contrast, blue bottle flies (*Calliphora*) landing on a ceiling exhibited a sequence of four behavioral modules---started with an upward acceleration, followed by a rapid body rotational maneuver and leg extension, and ended with a leg-assisted body swing with forelegs firmly planted on the ceiling, thereby orienting the fly's body ventral side up (i.e., inverted) ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S3, Aii and Bii). The process from the start of the body rotation to the ventral side up landing lasted approximately four to eight wingbeats in all the successful landings (*n* = 18; table S1) (average wingbeat frequency, 172.7 ± 7.7 Hz).

In successful inverted landings, we observed substantial kinematic variations in the axes of rotation and the magnitude of rotational maneuvers, as well as in the degree of leg-assisted body swing. Thus, flies used a wide range of maneuvers when landing on a ceiling, which we categorized into pitch dominated, roll dominated, pitch and roll combined, and longitudinal or lateral body swing dominated (movie S1 to S5 and table S1). Examples of three typical sequences are shown in [Fig. 1 (D to F)](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, illustrating parts of this variation. In the first two examples, flies used rapid rotational maneuvers primarily about pitch ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and movie S1) or roll ([Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and movie S2), which oriented their body to a nearly inverted orientation before touchdown. Leg extension occurred slightly after the start of the rotational maneuvers (horizontal black dashed lines, [Fig. 1, Di and Ei](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and the body swinging phase followed after legs were planted on the substrate. Notably, the average peak angular rate of the rotational maneuvers reached approximately 4000°/s (fig. S3, Av and Bv) and could be as high as 6000°/s ([Fig. 1Eiii](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), greater than those reported in the escape maneuvers of fruit flies ([@R1]) and hummingbirds ([@R15]). In the third example, flies relied almost entirely on the leg-assisted body swing to reorient and landed with negligible rotational maneuver ([Fig. 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and movie S3), similar to previously reported landing on vertical surfaces ([@R4], [@R8]). Thus, compared with the first two, this landing strategy likely leveraged more of the mechanical and structural processes (e.g., adhesion due to pulvilli or damping due to viscoelasticity of leg) ([@R16]), which assisted the transfer of the body's linear momentum to rotational momentum.

Kinematic differences between successful and failed landings
------------------------------------------------------------

We observed both successful and failed landings. A subset of flies landed in a smooth and coordinated fashion (successful landings), whereas others failed to land properly and collided head-on upon approach (failed landings). In successful landings, the four behavioral modules collectively led to a proper combination of body inversion and linear velocity with properly positioned legs prior to touchdown.

To quantify how well a fly's body was oriented, we calculated the degree of inversion (DoI), which measures the degree to which the fly's body is aligned with respect to a fully inverted orientation before touchdown (see Materials and Methods). DoI ranges from 0, representing no body inversion (or ventral-side down), to 1, representing full body inversion (or ventral-side up). In successful landings, the DoI increased with vertical velocity ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) but decreased with the forward velocity ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This indicated that flies needed to be more inverted when their upward velocity was greater or when their horizontal velocity was lower. In most failed landings (total *N* = 15 analyzed; table S1), the flies were insufficiently inverted before touchdown, as compared with successful landings ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The failure in these landings can be attributed to delayed or minor body rotation prior to touchdown (Supplementary Materials). Consequently, these flies could not properly land on the ceiling but instead collided head-on. Notably, flies also failed at landing due to early rotation (see movie 7), as the early inversion led to insufficient vertical velocity to reach the ceiling ("+" in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Last, in some failed landings, flies had similar inversion to that of successful landings, but failed regardless. This happened due to delayed leg extension, which resulted in an improperly positioned leg to have the tarsi firmly planted on the substrate (see movie 8).

![DoI of the flies' body depended on the vertical and horizontal velocity components shortly before the feet touchdown in successful landing.\
For successful, groping, and failed landing cases, the DoI of flies' body are plotted against the vertical (*V~z~*) and horizontal (*V*~h~) components of flies' body linear velocity one wingbeat before the feet touchdown. Successful landing cases are marked in black, failed landing in red, and groping landing in light blue. The failed landing cases due to low body inversion and early body rotation are marked as "×" and "+," respectively. (**A**) DoI versus *V~z~* and (**B**) DoI versus *V*~h~. The highest *V~z~* observed among successful landings is approximately 0.7 m/s. DoI ranges from 0, representing no body inversion (or ventral side down), to 1, representing full body inversion (or ventral side up). DoI increases with *V~z~* but decreases with *V*~h~ in successful landing cases. For successful landings, the linear regressions between DoI and *V~z~*, and DoI and *V*~h~ are shown with the Pearson's linear correlation coefficient ρ and *P* value; the 95% confidence intervals are also shown. In general, failed landing cases have lower DoI and higher *V~z~* than the successful landing. Groping landing cases have relatively low DoI and low vertical velocity. The successful landing cases for low- and high-contrast landing areas are also differentiated.](aax1877-F2){#F2}

Yet, even after failed attempts, flies could still recover and land, using groping landing (*n* = 24; table S1). In this type of inverted landing, flies hover or fly at low vertical speed underneath the ceiling ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), then they grope for the ceiling using their forelegs, and with a firm grip on the substrate, swing their body up to land (movie S6).

The kinematic complexities and variations in inverted landings indicate that they may involve more diverse neural processes than those reported for triggering leg extension and deceleration ([@R8], [@R12], [@R14]). In particular, the rotational maneuver with variable pitch and roll for a proper inversion was the major determining factor for success. Thus, in addition to being triggered, it is likely that the rotational maneuvers were mediated by sensory cues in a short period immediately before touchdown. We next examined the potential sensory cues and their roles in triggering and mediating the rotational maneuvers, based on the statistical analyses of the kinematic data.

Triggering of rotational maneuvers
----------------------------------

We first describe the putative visual cues that flies could sense as they approach the ceiling with three components of linear velocity (vertical *V~z~*, fore/aft *V~x~*, and lateral *V~y~*; [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Note that our study does not consider feature-related triggering (e.g., object retinal location) ([@R8]), because, ideally, the use of uniform mesh grids should generate coherent motion over the entire retina when the fly is sufficiently close to the ceiling. Previous work on insect visual control ([@R8], [@R14], [@R17]) emphasized the importance of three types of visual cues. First is the relative retinal expansion velocity (RREV) due to looming stimuli ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), which can be calculated as the ratio of a target's expansion rate to its size on the fly retina during upward translation (*V~z~*). RREV also corresponds to the reciprocal of a physical variable called time to collision τ, which represents the time to collision, assuming constant velocity ([@R14]). RREV is considered an important perceptual cue that controls the approaching velocity during landing or obstacle avoidance ([@R18], [@R19]). Second is the relative fore/aft angular velocity (or translational optic flow) of the ceiling on the fly retina (ω*~y~*) ([Fig. 4Ai](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These visual cues result from the body fore/aft translation (*V~x~*) and were found previously to control the grazing landing on horizontal surfaces ([@R17]). Third is the relative lateral angular velocity (or translational optic flow) of the ceiling ω*~x~* on the fly retina ([Fig. 4Bi](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), resulting from lateral translation (*V~y~*). We calculated the time traces of these three visual cues in both the yaw-aligned global frame and the retina-fixed frame (fig. S4) using kinematic variables according to their mathematical relationships (fig. S1). All three visual cues could be calculated directly from the optic flow \[see Supplementary Materials and ([@R19])\].

![The rotational maneuvers are triggered with short delays when RREV exceeds a threshold.\
(**A**) When a fly approaches the ceiling with velocity *V~z~*, it perceives looming stimuli with increasing RREV on its retina. When RREV exceeds a threshold, the rotational maneuvers are triggered after a time delay Δ*T*. (**B**) Time traces of the coefficients of variation (CV) (thick solid green) and mean values (thick dashed green, the green shaded areas represent ±1 SD) of the RREV (*n* = 10). The time traces from the individual landing maneuvers (thin dotted green) are aligned at the instants when (Bi) the body pitch or (Bii) the body roll motion starts, as indicated by the thick black dashed lines. Time 0 indicates the averaged time instant when one of the fly's feet first touched the ceiling. The CV and mean values for the other estimated sensory cues are shown in figs. S4 and S5. To estimate the time delay Δ*T*, a time period when the CV of RREV reaches a low-value region is defined (between the two thin black dashed lines) (Supplementary Materials), the lower and upper bounds of which yield an upper bound (Δ*T*~u~ = 27 ms) and a lower bound (Δ*T*~l~ = 7 ms) estimate of the time delay. The gray shaded areas represent the corresponding range of RREV threshold for triggering the rotational maneuver, which is between 19 and 32 rad/s, corresponding to time to collision between 53 and 31 ms, respectively.](aax1877-F3){#F3}

![The rotational maneuver patterns are correlated with multiple sensory cues perceived during inverted landing.\
(**A**i) The fly's upward motion *V~z~* results in RREV, and the fly's fore/aft motion *V~x~* results in the ceiling rotating backward/forward on the fly's retina (ω*~y~* about the *Y* axis). (**B**i) Similarly, the fly's lateral motion *V~y~* results in the ceiling rotating laterally (in an opposite direction) on the fly's retina (ω*~x~* about the *X* axis). Among the successful landing trials, there exist strong correlations between peak pitch or roll rate and multiple sensory cues at different preceding time instants; the time traces of the corresponding correlation coefficients and the *P* value are shown for visual cues (Aii) ω*~y~*, RREV and (Bii) ω*~x~*, and mechanosensory cues (Aiii) *V~x~* and *V~z~*, and (Biii) *V~y~*. As an example, fig. S8 shows the linear regressions between the peak pitch (or roll) rate with the visual cues at a particular preceding time instant (20 ms before the peak). The solid and dashed lines represent the Pearson's linear correlation coefficients and *P* value, respectively. The shaded areas indicate the region where *P* ≤ 0.005. The peak pitch rate is positively correlated with RREV and *V~z~*, and negatively correlated with ω*~y~* and *V~x~*. The peak roll rate is positively correlated with ω*~x~* and *V~y~*. All the time traces from different landing trials are aligned at the instant of peak pitch or roll rate, which is indicated by vertical black dashed lines. Time 0 indicates the averaged time instant when one of the fly's feet first touch the ceiling. The complete correlation results between the pitch (or roll) rate and the estimated sensory cues are shown in figs. S6 and S7 and table S2.](aax1877-F4){#F4}

We assumed that the rotational maneuvers were triggered after a fixed time delay when the triggering visual cue reached a threshold ([@R14]). This is arguably the most parsimonious predictive model for the triggering and enabled us to test whether the above visual cues are related to the onset of the rotational maneuvers as described below.

We calculated the time traces of the coefficient of variance (CV) for each visual cue using trials in which flies landed successfully in their first attempt on a high-contrast landing area (table S1). The results for the RREV are shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, while the complete results are shown in figs. S4 and S5 (Supplementary Materials). The CV measures the dispersion of a variable defined by the ratio of its SD and mean. The triggering of the pitch and roll motion was analyzed separately by aligning data from different landing trials at either the start of the pitch or roll. If the rotational maneuvers were triggered after some time delay when a visual cue reached a threshold value, the CV of this visual cue should be at its minimum. In addition, it should be lower than those of other nontriggering visual cues ([@R14]), i.e., the triggering visual cue should have the least dispersion (see Materials and Methods). For example, in a previous study on the triggering of linear deceleration in houseflies (*Musca domestica* L.) landing on vertical posts ([@R14]), the CV of the RREV is approximately 30%, lower than the other variables. Here, among the three visual cues tested, the RREV in the yaw-aligned global frame had the least CV for triggering either pitch (15%) or roll (25%) rotations ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), whereas the CV of the other two visual cues were significantly larger (figs. S4, A to C, and S5, A to C). This indicated that RREV was the primary visual cue triggering rotational maneuvers in inverted landing, similar to the triggering of deceleration for landing on vertical posts. Note that the CV of distance between the fly and the ceiling was close to that of the RREV (figs. S4D and S5D); however, flies are thought to not be able to directly measure distance ([@R20], [@R21]).

The CV of the RREV was minimum, approximately between 7 ms (Δ*T*~l~) and 27 ms (Δ*T*~u~) before the onset of rotational maneuvers ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the visual latency Δ*T* between the instant of perception and the onset of a maneuver was within this small range. Although the latency inferred from this analysis was smaller than estimated from other behavioral studies, e.g., in linear speed control ([@R22]) and escape maneuvers ([@R1]), it fell within the range of latency in a fly's visuomotor pathway ([@R23], [@R24]). Last, the corresponding RREV threshold value ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) indicated that the critical time to collision, below which the rotational maneuver was likely to be triggered, was between 31 and 53 ms. This threshold is lower than the one previously identified for triggering the prelanding deceleration in houseflies landing on vertical posts, which was approximately 76 ms ([@R14]).

Sensory mediation of rotational maneuvering patterns
----------------------------------------------------

Rotational maneuvers were highly variable in terms of their roll and pitch rates, which in successful landing have led to a proper body inversion according to the flies' body linear velocity ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This suggested that, in addition to the onset timings, the patterns of the rotational maneuvers were also mediated by sensory cues. Flies are known to use sensory cues to mediate rotational maneuvers via both feedforward and feedback pathways ([@R25]). The feedforward path issues spontaneous steering commands that produce large, transient wing motion changes, which determine the initial response magnitude of the maneuver ([@R25], [@R26]). The feedback path mediates compensatory reaction (e.g., haltere-mediated feedback) that produces fine-scaled wing motion change, which determines the active damping and stabilizes the maneuver ([@R2], [@R25], [@R26]). Here, we identified the potential sensory cues and their roles in the feedforward mediation of the rotational maneuvers. This was achieved by identifying the correlations between the peak roll and pitch rates of the rotational maneuvers with the sensory cues perceived by flies prior to or slightly after the onset of the maneuvers. Note that these sensory cues were mainly dependent on the flies' body linear velocities shortly before the onset of rotational maneuvers, when body angular velocity was negligible.

Specifically, we evaluated correlations between the peak pitch and roll rates with a set of putative sensory cues at varying time instants prior to or slightly after the onset of rotational maneuvers ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, and more details in figs. S6 and S7 and table S2). The correlations using the sensory cues 20 ms before the peak angular rates are shown in fig. S8 as an example. We used angular rates rather than angular acceleration because previous studies suggested that motor responses (i.e., wing kinematic control variables) were more strongly correlated with body angular rates due to the periodic and highly damped nature of flapping flight ([@R27], [@R28]). The putative sensory cues included the three visual cues tested above for the triggering (RREV, ω*~x~*, and ω*~y~*) and the three components of body linear velocity (*V~x~*, *V~y~*, and *V~z~*), which were likely perceived via mechanosensory modalities of flies ([@R29]). Linear regression analysis showed that, within a large time period prior to the onset of the maneuvers (*P* \< 0.05, Student's *t* test), the peak pitch rate was positively correlated with RREV ([Fig. 4Aii](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and vertical velocity *V~z~* ([Fig. 4Aiii](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), but negatively correlated with fore/aft ceiling rotation ω*~y~* ([Fig. 4Aii](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and fore-aft linear velocity *V~x~* ([Fig. 4Aiii](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, peak roll rates were positively correlated with the lateral ceiling rotation ω*~x~* ([Fig. 4Bii](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and lateral linear velocity *V~y~* ([Fig. 4Biii](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), also within a large period (*P* \< 0.05, Student's *t* test) prior to or shortly after the onset of the maneuvers. The above correlation analysis supports the possibility of sensory mediation of rotational maneuver patterns, with pitch mediated by sensory cues encoding upward and fore/aft translation, and roll mediated by sensory cues encoding lateral translation.

The above correlation analysis also raised the possibility that flies modulate the magnitude of rotational maneuvers to exploit leg-assisted body swing, including transfer of linear to angular momentum. Specifically, flies exhibited a reduced pitch rate when forward linear momentum was high, as indicated by the negative correlation between peak pitch rate with sensory cues resulting from forward translation (visual ω*~y~* or mechanosensory *V~x~*). Thus, instead of active pitching, flies inverted their body by increasing the leg-assisted longitudinal body swing and the transfer of forward linear momentum to pitch angular momentum ([Fig. 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, flies exhibited an increased roll rate when the lateral linear momentum was high, as indicated by the positive correlation between peak roll rate and sensory cues resulting from lateral translation (visual ω*~x~* or mechanosensory *V~y~*). This opposite correlation may result if flies need sufficiently large banking to raise their ipsilateral legs high enough to reach the ceiling for the leg-assisted body swings (middle legs cannot extend upward as high as forelegs without banking the fly's body). Thus, this strategy could also assist the execution of lateral body swings that transferred lateral linear momentum to roll angular momentum.

Wing kinematic patterns that produce pitch and roll
---------------------------------------------------

The execution of the rotational maneuvers requires sensorimotor transduction of sensory cues to motor outputs that help modulate wing motion to generate various aerodynamic forces and moments. We next examined the changes of wing motion responsible for generating pitch and roll during rotational maneuvers. The wing motion patterns underwent moderate changes that lie between those reported in fruit flies ([@R1]) and hummingbirds ([@R27]) during escape maneuvers. We observed the following changes. First are the bilaterally symmetric changes in wing spanwise rotation ([Fig. 5, A and Ci](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and bilaterally symmetric changes in stroke plane angle ([Fig. 5, A and Cii](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), which were both strongly correlated with the pitch rate (for example, to produce nose-up pitch, the fly tilted its stroke plane and shifted the mean rotation angle backward). Second are the bilateral differences in wing deviation ([Fig. 5, B and Ciii](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), which were strongly correlated with the roll rate. The bilateral differences in wing deviation, which resulted in the lateral tilt of stroke plane, have also been observed in escape maneuvers in hummingbirds ([@R27]) and fruit flies ([@R1]). In addition, bilateral differences in wing stroke amplitude and mean wing rotation were observed and likely contributed to the roll. More details of the variables of wing motion changes and their correlations with body angular rates are provided in table S3. Despite the size and physiological differences, the variables of wing motion changes for generating pitch and roll during the inverted landing in flies closely resemble those of hummingbirds during escape maneuvers ([@R27]).

![The rotational maneuvers are generated by the modulation of wing kinematic patterns.\
(**A**i) To generate nose-up pitch rotation, a fly tilts its stroke plane backward and shifts its mean wing spanwise rotation angle backward. (**B**i) To generate roll rotation, a fly elevates the outer wing and lowers the inner wing, thereby tilting its stroke plane laterally toward the inner wing. Changes in the instantaneous wing kinematic patterns for generating pitch (Aii) and roll (Bii) within a time-normalized wingbeat cycle: stroke ψ, rotation ϕ, and deviation θ angles. The thick and thin solid lines represent the averaged and individual wing kinematics. The shaded areas represent ±1 SD. The dashed black lines represent the reference wing kinematics (see fig. S9). The linear regressions between stroke-averaged pitch/roll rates and the changes of wing kinematics are shown with the Pearson's linear correlation coefficient ρ and *P* value. The stroke-averaged pitch rate is strongly correlated with bilateral symmetric change in stroke plane tilt and wing spanwise rotation. The stroke-averaged roll rate is strongly correlated with bilateral asymmetric change in wing deviation (i.e., the lateral tilt of stroke plane).](aax1877-F5){#F5}

DISCUSSION
==========

In summary, our results indicate that flies execute inverted landings by a well-coordinated sequence of behavioral modules ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), including rapid rotational maneuvers and leg extension, followed by touchdown and a final leg-assisted body swing that brings all feet into contact with the ceiling. The rotational maneuvers were markedly more complex than previously reported in insects landing on surfaces of various orientations ([@R8], [@R12], [@R14], [@R19]) in studies that mainly highlighted the importance of visually triggered leg extension or deceleration, rather than the rotational maneuvers, for successful landing.

![Summary of visually mediated inverted landing.\
A fly landing on a ceiling starts with an initial (i) upward acceleration, followed by (ii) rapid rotational maneuvers and (iii) leg extension, and ends with a (iv) leg-assisted body swing with forelegs firmly attached on the ceiling. In successful landing, the rapid rotational maneuvers orient the fly to a proper inversion according its linear velocity. The rotational maneuvers are triggered when RREV exceeds a threshold and are likely mediated by multiple visual (ω*~x~*, ω*~y~*, and RREV) and/or mechanosensory (*V~x~*, *V~y~*, and *V~z~*) cues. The complex behavioral modules observed, particularly the highly variable rotational maneuver, suggest that inverted landing likely involves multiple neural pathways, in addition to those reported earlier for leg extension in vertical landing.](aax1877-F6){#F6}

Our results suggest that inverted landing may involve neural processes that not only compute the RREV that encodes time-to-collision information but also integrate it with other sensory cues that putatively encode multiaxis body linear translation ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Our analyses of the sensory mediation of rotational maneuver ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) are entirely correlational at the current time and, as yet, do not establish a causal relationship between sensory cues and the observed maneuvers. However, they do suggest specific hypotheses about how multiple sensory cues could influence landing behavior and success. These data will guide future experiments with controlled manipulation of selected sensory cues from the landing surface, thereby to develop a more complete predictive model of inverted landing.

The rotational maneuvers in inverted landing appear to share a similar ballistic nature to the escape responses that initiate the flight ([@R30]). These maneuvers occurred shortly after startling the flies and immediately before the touchdown and exhibited remarkably high angular velocity. To our knowledge, the values we measured were the maximum reported in actively maneuvering flies. Escape responses in flies are mediated by the giant fiber (GF) that gives rise to fast motor program selection and timing ([@R30]); the GF also integrates angular expansion velocity and angular size cues and may therefore be responsible for extracting the RREV ([@R30]). Because both escape and landing are triggered by looming stimuli, it would be important to determine the extent to which these distinct behaviors share common neural pathways.

It can be hypothesized that the variability of the rotational maneuvers arose mainly from the passive flight dynamics in the absence of any sensory mediation, evolving from different initial flight states ([@R31], [@R32]). However, our results do not support this hypothesis. Both computational ([@R32], [@R33]) and experimental ([@R28], [@R34]) results indicate that forward translational velocity induces a pitch-up moment, and the upward translational velocity induces negligible pitch moment in flying insects \[see the estimation of stability derivatives ([@R35]--[@R39])\]. If the pitch rotation of the flies was mainly determined by the initial flight states via the dynamic processes, this would suggest a negative correlation between the upward velocity and pitch rate and weak correlation between the upward velocity and pitch rate, which contradict the above correlations ([Fig. 4Aiii](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, we conclude that the correlations between the sensory cues that encoded body linear motion with the roll and pitch rates must result from sensorimotor processes, rather than the passive flight dynamics depending solely on the initial conditions.

In addition to the rotational maneuvers, leg-assisted body swings also exhibited considerable variability in its degree of excursion and the number and types of legs involved. The triggering of leg extension was consistently observed in all successful landings, the timing of which, however, did not follow the onset of rotational maneuvers ([Fig. 2, D to F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which were almost absent in landings dominated by leg-assisted body swings ([Fig. 2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Whereas this suggests possible separate neural pathways for leg extension and rotational maneuvers, previous efforts on the neural circuits of landing focused primarily on how leg extension reflex is triggered ([@R13], [@R40], [@R41]). The use of legs also appeared to be multifunctional: They can be mainly used to absorb shock (or as a passive braking mechanism) with relatively small body swing (movie S1) or to assist the body swing with large rotation between legs and the body (movie S3). These results are consistent with other observations in houseflies that the leg extension response can be highly variable and depends on local cues such as surface orientation, whereas body deceleration occurs in a more stereotypic fashion ([@R9]). A recent study also shows that amplitude of the leg extension in *Drosophila* is correlated with the spike rate of two identified descending neuron types, suggesting more finely controlled landing responses ([@R42]). These observations suggest that landing behaviors can be thought of as behavioral modules that are either reflexive and rigid or sensory driven and variable ([@R9]). Therefore, future efforts should focus on identifying the diverse neural mechanisms that trigger and mediate different behavioral modules for the fuller understanding of the neural control of landing.

In addition, because the wings continued to beat during the leg-assisted body swings and showed considerable kinematic changes compared with those prior to touchdown (e.g., movie S3), there was also likely an active, sensory-driven torque generation from the wings. The various aspects of the leg-assisted body swing, including leg extension kinematics, feet contact mechanics, and the aerodynamic forces/torque generation from the wings, should be analyzed in future studies.

Last, our results also suggested that, for small biological or robotic fliers with limited onboard sensing and computing capacity, orchestrating a successful landing hinges critically on the integration of computational (e.g., fast image processing algorithms and circuits) and mechanical (e.g., compliant landing gears or legs) processes. The key visual cues identified in this study can all be estimated from optic flow measurements with relatively low computation ([@R43], [@R44]). They help to trigger and control both the body rotation and the leg extension; body rotation can ensure a proper inversion, where leg extension helps passively damp out the collision and assist in momentum transfer. Recent advances in codesigning algorithms and hardware may offer practical solutions for rapidly computing visual cues on miniature integrated circuit ([@R45], [@R46]), and embedding soft materials into rigid ones can potentially generate compliant landing gears with programmable motions ([@R47]--[@R49]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Experimental setup and kinematic calculation
--------------------------------------------

Using three high-speed cameras, we captured the behaviors of blue bottle flies (*C. vomitoria*) landing upside down on the ceiling in a flight chamber ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) at the end of flight bouts that were triggered by mechanical vibrations of the chamber. The ceiling, backlit by a light-emitting diode light, was covered by two types of mesh pattern to provide low- or high-visual contrasts. The kinematics of both flies' body and wings were extracted through digitization of anatomical landmarks ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), from which the wing and body principal axes and the corresponding kinematic angles, linear and angular velocities, were calculated ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R11]). More details on the experimental setup and kinematic extraction are given in the Supplementary Materials.

Definition of DoI
-----------------

Here, we defined the DoI of a fly's body orientation shortly before the feet touchdown. Using equation S5 in the Supplementary Materials, we first calculated the magnitude of the geodesic $d_{\Delta R}^{\text{min}}$ (i.e., the shortest distance or the smallest angle) ([@R50]) between two body orientations: (i) the fly's orientation one wingbeat before the touchdown and (ii) the fully inverted landing orientation. $d_{\Delta R}^{\text{min}}$ ranged from π (having no inversion; i.e., ventral side down) to 0 (being completely inverted; i.e., ventral side up). The DoI was then defined as$$\text{DoI} = \frac{\pi - d_{\Delta R}^{\text{min}}}{\pi}$$where DoI = 1 when the fly is completely inverted (i.e., ventral side up), and DoI = 1 when there is no body inversion (i.e., ventral side down).

Calculation of visual cues from body kinematics
-----------------------------------------------

The time traces of three putative visual cues were estimated to identify the triggering and visual mediation mechanisms of the rotational maneuvers. The visual cues included the RREV, the relative ceiling fore/aft rotation (ω*~y~*), and the relative ceiling lateral rotation (ω*~x~*). These visual cues can be perceived by a fly from the image sequence projected on its retina without the direct perceptions of the distance or the body velocities. The time traces of these visual cues during the course of inverted landing can be estimated from the measured body kinematics. More details on the kinematic relationships between the visual cues and the body kinematics are given in the Supplementary Materials.

Visual cues in triggering the rotational maneuvers
--------------------------------------------------

To analyze how the rotational maneuvers in inverted landings are visually triggered, we calculated the time traces of the CV of three putative visual cues (RREV, ω*~y~*, and ω*~x~*) prior to landing. The CV is a measurement of the dispersion of a variable defined by the ratio of its SD and mean. Assuming that rotational maneuvers are triggered after some time delay when the triggering visual cue reached a threshold at a particular time instant, then the CV of this visual cue at this time instant should be lower than those at other time instants; in addition, the CV of the triggering visual should be lower than those of other nontriggering visual cues. In short, the CV of the triggering visual cue should reach a minimum prior to the triggering moment and be the lowest when compared with the CV of other nontriggering visual cues.

In this analysis, we investigated the triggering of pitch and roll separately. Take the pitch triggering as an example. First, the time traces of the visual cues from different landing trials were aligned at the instant of the start of the pitch. Next, the CV was calculated for each of the visual cues. To identify the triggering visual cue, we first defined a low-value region for the CV of each visual cue (between the two breakpoints that sandwich the low-value valley region of a CV curve), and the visual cue with the lowest minimal CV was identified as the triggering cue. The mean value of this visual cue over the minimum CV range was identified as the triggering threshold. In addition, the time delay in the triggering process due to the sensorimotor transduction can be also identified. Identifying the triggering mechanism for the roll was similar to those for the pitch, except that the time traces of the visual cues were now aligned at the instant of the start of roll.

Sensory cues in mediating the rotational maneuvers
--------------------------------------------------

To study whether and how the patterns of rotational maneuvers were mediated by sensory cues in a feedforward fashion after being triggered, we calculated the Pearson's linear correlations between the rotational kinematic features and the putative sensory cues that flies may receive at different time instants prior to or during the rotational maneuvers. The rotational kinematic features tested included the peak, average, and integral of the angular velocities (*p*, *q*, and *r*) of the rotational maneuvers. The putative sensory cues tested included the visual (RREV, ω*~x~*, and ω*~y~*) and mechanosensory cues (*V~x~*, *V~y~*, and *V~z~*). After some preliminary testing and analysis, it was determined that the peak pitch and roll rates best represent the patterns of rotational maneuvers as they also had the strongest correlations with the sensory cues compared with other rotational kinematic features. Therefore, next we calculated the time traces of the correlations between the peak angular rates and the sensory cues at different time instants prior to the moment of peak angular rates. For example, to calculate the correlation between the peak pitch rate and the RREV, the time traces of the RREV from different landing trials were first aligned at the instant of peak pitch rate; then, the time trace of the Pearson's linear correlations between the peak pitch rate and the RREV at varying time instants prior to the peak pitch rate was calculated.

Wing kinematics in generating rotational maneuvers
--------------------------------------------------

The recorded wing kinematics were represented by the stroke ψ, deviation θ, and rotation ϕ angles and parameterized using Fourier series. These wingbeats were classified into reference and pitch- or roll-generating ones based on their corresponding angular accelerations. More details are given in the Supplementary Materials. To investigate the changes of wing motion that produced the rotational maneuvers, the Pearson's linear correlations between the changes of wing kinematic variables and body angular velocity and accelerations were calculated. The changes of wing kinematic variables include bilateral symmetric and asymmetric changes of stroke angle, wing rotation and deviation, stroke plane tilt, and wingbeat frequency. In addition, the correlation with stroke-averaged upward acceleration was also calculated.
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Fig. S1. Relationship between the visual cues and the fly's body translational kinematics.

Fig. S2. Sketches of flight sequences of two failed landing attempts and the corresponding kinematics.

Fig. S3. Time traces of body kinematics of landing maneuvers dominated by pitch and roll.

Fig. S4. The pitch rotation in inverted landings is triggered when RREV exceeds a threshold.

Fig. S5. The roll rotation in inverted landings is triggered when RREV exceeds a threshold.

Fig. S6. Correlations between visual or mechanosensory cues to the pitch rate of the rotational maneuvers.

Fig. S7. Correlations between visual or mechanosensory cues to the roll rate of the rotational maneuvers.

Fig. S8. Linear regressions between peak pitch (or roll) rate and sensory cues at an example time instant of 20 ms before the time instant of the peak pitch (or roll) rate.

Fig. S9. The wing kinematics that generate upward acceleration prior to rotational maneuvers are defined as the reference wing kinematics.

Table S1. Categorized landing trials.

Table S2. The Pearson's linear correlation coefficient and *P* value between body rotation variables and multiple sensory cues at an example time instant of 20 ms before peak of rotation rate.

Table S3. The Pearson's linear correlation coefficient and *P* value between body kinematic variables and the changes of wing kinematic variables.

Movie S1. High-speed video recordings of an example pitch-dominated landing (PD) shown in [Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

Movie S2. High-speed video recordings of an example roll-dominated landing (RD) shown in [Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

Movie S3. High-speed video recordings of an example longitudinal-body-swing-dominated landing (SLon) shown in [Fig. 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

Movie S4. High-speed video recordings of an example lateral-body-swing-dominated landing (SLat).

Movie S5. High-speed video recordings of an example pitch-roll combined landing (PR).

Movie S6. High-speed video recordings of an example landing with ceiling groping (CG).

Movie S7. High-speed video recordings of an example failed landing due to early body rotation (FER) shown in Fig. S2A.

Movie S8. High-speed video recordings of an example failed landing due to low body inversion with delayed leg extension (FDE) shown in Fig. S2B.

Movie S9. High-speed video recordings of an example failed landing due to low body inversion with minor body rotation (FMR).
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